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**Black**, like this clever crow.

Can you think of other things that are black?
Blue, like the waves in the ocean.

Can you think of other things that are blue?
Red, like this silly Chilli Monster.

Can you think of other things that are red?
Yellow, like the ripe bananas this man is waiting to eat. Yum!

Can you think of other things that are yellow?
Green, like this leafy old tree.

Can you think of other things that are green?
Brown, like this pair of deer in the forest.

Can you think of other things that are brown?
Orange, like this bright fish swimming in the sea.

Can you think of other things that are orange?
White, like the this girl's snowman.

Can you think of other things that are white?
Colours
(English)
A simple book on colours for early readers.

This is a Level 1 book for children who are eager to begin reading.
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